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Where is this performance located?
New Rep’s production of Listen to Sipu will take place outdoors at the Commander’s Mansion: 440 Talcott Avenue,
Watertown, MA 02472. For those of you who are familiar with the Mosesian Center for the Arts (MCA), this is on the
same Arsenal on the Charles campus, behind the MCA and across the street from Arsenal Park. A GPS will be able to find
this address easily, and we have provided two PDF maps for your convenience.
Once you have arrived at the Commander’s Mansion, a member of New Rep’s staff will be readily available to direct you
to the correct spot for the performance.

Is there parking on site?
Yes! Free parking is available on site at the Commander’s Mansion and in the surround area of Talcott Avenue.

What is the runtime?
At the moment, we expect Listen to Sipu to run approximately 60 minutes in length.

Is seating available?
There will not be ample seating available to patrons. Attendees should plan to stand/move for approximately 60
minutes, but are also encouraged to bring a lawn chair if you would like to sit during the performance.

Is this performance accessible?
Although the actors will be microphoned, the outdoor nature of this production prevents us from being able to connect
to our Assisted Listening Devices. As of 5/28/21, there are no current plans for this production to be audio described, or
to have ASL interpretation due to logistical restraints.
We have scheduled staff access training sessions for June 2021, and are re-examining New Rep’s internal structures and
systems to provide access services that are well-supported. We plan to offer these services at each production as we
enter the 2021 – 2022 season.
In regards to mobility, patrons can expect to move across short distances, including on concrete, brick, and grassy
surfaces. Patrons should also prepare to stand for the duration of the performance, or may bring their own lawn
chair/blanket if they prefer to sit.

What is the rain/inclement weather policy?
If rain or other inclement weather forces us to cancel a performance, patrons will be called and/or emailed 1.5 – 2 hours
prior to their curtain time. Tickets will be exchanged to a future performance.
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Is photography permitted?
Yes. You may take photos of the production if you wish, but please be certain to not disrupt the actors or other audience
members. If sharing your images on social media, please tag New Repertory Theatre and use the hashtag
@listentosipuNRT.

Are restrooms available?
No. In order to comply with the COVID guidelines recommended by the town of Watertown, the restrooms at the
Commander’s Mansion will not be open to Listen to Sipu patrons.

How will New Rep ensure safety during COVID-19?
For the comfort and safety of all in attendance, New Rep will adhere to the to the guidelines as dictated by Watertown’s
Department of Public Health. We plan to err on the side of caution:
•
•

In order to maintain social distancing, no more than 25 audience members may attend a given performance.
All patrons, staff, and artists will be required to wear masks.

What if I need to change my ticket date?
If you are no longer able to attend your selected performance, please let us know as soon as possible. Contact our Box
Office at 617-923-8487 or email tickets@newrep.org, and our staff will be happy to help you exchange your tickets.

Who should I call if I have questions on my performance date?
If you have questions at any time, please contact our box office at 617-923-8487 or email tickets@newrep.org.
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